
ACTIVE NEXT

NOTIFICATIONS
 

Final prototypes and designs are being 
completed and the engineering team are 

underway on the build. Phase 1 aiming to be 
released late June.


KEEPTRUCKIN INTEGRATION
 

Customer interviews are underway to 
validate the scope and requirements. 
 


SAMSARA INTEGRATION
 

Customer interviews underway in June to 
validate the scope and requirements. 


ONBOARDING



Early stage discovery underway focusing 
initially on the Free Trial Onboarding part of 

the process.


UNDER REVIEW

PLANNED (ORDER COULD CHANGE)

HOME DASHBOARD
 

Redesign and reimagine the current home 
dashboard with the most pertinent data 

that gives Fleet Managers the best instant 
snapshot of fleet health



MOBILE/WEB UX/UI REDESIGN



Part of the Design Consistency Project. Have 
stakeholder support but currently going 

through funding options.


MOBILE REVIEW & EDIT



The ability for users to review/edit/scroll 
cards during inspections on the mobile app 

before they are submitted. 

FORMS LIBRARY UPGRADE
 

Build out a smarter, more comprehensive 
form library that is possible tied into the 

markerting website and onboarding flows.


REPORTS MODULE



A more robust and stand alone reporting 
module where users can set up automated 

reports to be generated on a regular 
cadence delivered to users emails.


DRIVER WALLET



A digital wallet for Drivers that contains their 
drivers licence, permits, vouchers and 

potential gamification and stats.


VIN SCANNING
 

The ability for drivers to scan into assets 
using the vin label to perform an inspection.


USERS & PERMISSIONS



Redesign our current rigid User system that 
allows for more flexibility and granular 
control to better suit larger fleets with 

multiple locations and heirarchy.


MOBILE INSPECTION HISTORY



The ability for drivers and managers to 
better search/filter previous inspections on 
our mobile app by asset, team, date range.

MAINTAIN UPGRADE 
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT



Add basic inventory management 
functionality to our maintain product to 
allow customers to track and analyse.
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LYTX INTEGRATION



Customer interviews underway in June to 
validate the scope and requirements. 



